How to Get Started
with the Robo Wunderkind Curriculum

Step 1
Prepare your:
Robo Wunderkind robotics kit;
A controlling device
(tablet / smartphone / PC).

Step 2

Step 3

Download or print out
the Teacher’s Guide

Get to know your Robo

Read the Teacher’s Guide and unbox your Robo Wunderkind robotics kit step-by-step.
This guide takes approximately 1 hour to read and includes instructions on:
How to download the Robo Live and Robo Code Apps and get started with them;
How to control or program your Robo;
The information about each module and its function(s);
Key information about planning lessons with Robo Wunderkind robotics kit and curriculum.
While going through the Teacher’s Guide, we highly recommend you to try out some of the projects from our Robo
Wunderkind Curriculum in order to see how Robo’s modules work in practice. When you are done with the Teacher’s Guide,
you will have become a Robo expert, ready to teach robotics and computer science to your students!
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Step 4

Step 5

Start Teaching with the Robo Wunderkind Curriculum:
to start depending on the age, grade
of your students.

Continue teaching, choosing an individual path for your
stu
additional topics you want to use in your classroom.

10 Projects to teach the
basics of robotics using
the Robo Live App.

10 Lessons to teach the basics
of robotics and computer
science with both Robo Live
and Code Apps.

for students from 5 years –
Kindergaten, Grade 1

Curriculum
Block 2: Smart
Devices
10 lessons to
introduce students
to the Sensors and
Conditions.

for students older than
6 years – Grades 1-4

for students
of grades 3-4

Road Safety
Rules

Animal Projects
4 Projects to teach
kids all about
empathy towards
animals.

5 Projects to learn
about and practice
road safety rules
playfully.
for students
from 5 years –
Kindergarten,
Grades 1-4

coming soon

Curriculum Block 1:
Robo’s First Steps
or

Introductory
Projects

Use different Supporting materials to make your teaching easier;
Collect feedback and track development of your students using
the Impact Evaluation Materials (Coming soon).

!

You can come up with your own projects and ideas to teach different
topics with Robo Wunderkind Robotics Kit; do not hesitate to share your
ideas, innovations, and experiences with our team: sofya@robowunderkind.com
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Tips and Tricks
Name robots
Each Main Block has a name, which is set by default as “Robo.” To connect the Main Block to the Robo Code or Robo Live App, you need to
know the name of the particular Main Block. To avoid confusion, we suggest renaming all Main Blocks so that they each have a different name.
We advise using numbers or names and special stickers for Main Blocks to put these numbers or names on them.

Charge the Main Blocks and devices regularly
We recommend to charge all the devices regularly before your lessons even if there are more than 50% of battery left. The fully charged battery
helps to guarantee the more stable Bluetooth connection as well as the faster performance of controlling devices.

Check the newest update for both Robo Code and Live Apps and the Main Blocks

Hang out the Robo Wunderkind boxes as well as tablets just before starting working with them
They are so catching that attract all the students’ attention and might be distractive for your discipline at the beginning of the lesson.

Give students time to explore
Our Curriculum is made with the relation to constructionism – a learning theory by which learners actively construct mental models in order
they are learning. Give them the time to do so even if they are going to fail because they need to learn how to try again and again, learn by
Wunderkind Curriculum and enjoy observing your students learning by themselves.
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